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Weaving collaborations, Maro Pebo

works on defying anthropocentrism

and on skeptical environmental

accountability. Her transdisciplinary

work subverts the monopoly of the

life sciences to think biological matter

and aims to release the indiscipline of

living cells.

Artist Statement



 

The reliquary holds mitochondria

from the artist’s blood that used to

be a free bacterium.

In each of our cells, we have these

ancient bacteria that are the source

of our energy and still keep their own

independent genome. 

This work detaches this key organelle

to remind us of our deepest relation

to microorganisms.

Maro Pebo + Malitzin Cortes

Microbial Emancipation



 

The emancipation of the mitochondria frames and

visualizes the well-known fact that our relationship

is deep. Bacteria are not just everywhere around

but also somehow inside.  Animal and plant life is

possible because of this hipper-intimate relation.

This is a provocative fact that transforms our

relation with microorganisms. 

We have known about the bacterial past of

chloroplasts and mitochondria for decades thanks

to the work of Lynn Margulis, but Microbial

Emancipation makes it material, has it happen,

helps us experience it in each of our cells.



LINKS

VR Environment

Exhibition at the Museo Gerdau

Website
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FUNDED BY A PAPIAM GRANT.

Selected for the COMCIENCIA exhibition

2020 at the Gerdau Museum in Bello

Horizonte, Brazil, and the Lahore Media Arts

Festival.

THE WORK CONSISTS OF THREE PARTS

A bronze reliquary containing the

mitochondria of the artist, a 3D animated

video representing symbiogenesis and

mitochondria extraction, and a VR

environment.

https://hubs.mozilla.com/4Qxfh4v/bacterial-emancipation
https://2020.programacomciencia.org.br/pre-imersao/
http://maropebo.com/project/microbial-emancipation
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‘Proximal Spaces’ is a multi-modal

exhibition that explores the

environment at multiple scales in

concentric circles of proximity to the

body. Inspired by Edward Hall’s

1961 notation of intimate (1.5ft),

personal (4ft), social (12ft) and public

(25ft) spaces in his “Proxemics”

diagrams.

proximalspaces.com

CREATIVE PORTFOLIO

Proximal Spaces (2021)

http://www.proximalspaces.com/


Artistic Directors: Joel Ong, Elaine

Whittaker

A team of international BioArtists

collaborated on a montage of microscopic

images of their everyday environment.

The resulting images and discussions

explored a heightened awareness of the

microbiome on and around us. 

Proximal Spaces was originally designed

as an exhibition at the Toronto

International Design Centre as part of the

DesignTO festival 2021.

CREATIVE PORTFOLIO



CODEX
VIRTUALIS

Collaboration with Interspecifics for Codex Virtualis.  (In progress)

An artistic research framework oriented towards the generation of an
evolving taxonomic collection of hybrid bacterial-AI organisms. With a
subtle echo to the endosymbiotic theory, we propose a symbolic
formulation of a style transfer machine learning environment as a host,
in which to merge bacterial/archaea time-lapse microscopy footage
along with multidimensional cellular automata computational models as
endosymbionts, all under the orchestration of an autonomous
generative non-adversarial network architecture.

 We aim, as a result, to encounter novel algorithmically-driven aesthetic
representations, tagged with a unique morphotype and genotype like
encoding, and articulated around a speculative narrative encompassing
unconventional origins of life on earth and elsewhere.

_
INTERSPECIFICS AT SETI X

ARS ELECTRONICA

 



The Bacterium
is present

Our team explored the idea of microbial

cities, staging their aliveness through the

energy produced by the hybrid systems of

microbial fuel cells. 

We then took the idea of awareness of

water pollution and microorganisms to the

DIYBio community in Hong Kong.

(Link in the picture)

https://youtu.be/CV6rxKSp3RA
https://youtu.be/CV6rxKSp3RA


Microbial
Architectures

(In progress) “Microbial

architectures” opens up the

possibility of delving into

unexplored landscapes. Through a

VR exploration experience of the

collectively build architectures of

microorganisms, developed from

confocal laser microscopy images

of actual biofilms. Biofilms are

fascinating structures with a

defined architecture. In biofilms,

bacteria produce a matrix (EPS)

that sustains it.

High-quality images of the

architectural structures show a

tridimensional rendering of the

morphogenesis of biofilms. From

these tridimensional images, I will

compose landscapes on Unity to be

explored in VR or regular screens.

These unknown field-collected

communities can be sequenced to

better understand the populations

that generate those specific

architectures.

Link to video

https://youtu.be/5D_1_CXOHf0
https://youtu.be/5D_1_CXOHf0


Microbial
Architectures

The actual biofilms as a culture can also be

displayed because their structures are captivating

even to the naked eye. “ Microbial architectures” 

 is inspired by the work of Insperpecifics

“Speculative communication” and wants to allow

people to explore the diversity of structure of

biofilm in different species and of different

microbial communities where architecture is

culture.

Early tests available here. 

 

The exploration of the

architectures is a way to

appreciate microbial cognition,

their capacity to communicate

and organize, in an opportunity

to learn from non-animal

intelligence.

 

https://youtu.be/lzNmOISLjEA
https://youtu.be/lzNmOISLjEA


Mother Lineage
(In progress) Stemming from the idea of lineage and in contrast

to patrilinear traditions of last names, family relations and

inheritance, Mother lineage explores first the concept of a

heritage transmitted only by the mother and second the idea of

preservation.

Mother linage is the extraction of the mitochondrial DNA,

copied by PCR and then filtered by electrophoresis in a gel that

is then stored in acrylic. The idea that DNA is the most stable

form of storage and acrylic is a paradoxical lack of access to

the information, but it is preserved (like mosquitoes in amber)

for a future where it can be read and interpreted with more

fluency than now.  It collects and preserves the mitochondrial

DNA of the symbolic matriarchs of our lives.



Disembodied
hearing
(Project in colaboration with Jacco Borggreve) 

Among efforts to hear the microbial other, we are

seeking to listen like a microbial other. Vibration is

“heard” by bacteria as a source of information.

Instead of sonifications to pretend to hear the

other, we want to arrange the experience of

hearing like the other. The vibrating source will be

microbial communities fed from our own bodies

hosted in Winogradsky columns filled completely

from matter from our bodies.

 



(In progress) The loss of biodiversity has also affected the

human microbiome. There is growing evidence that

dysbiosis, or a disruption of the balance of the microbial

population of the gut, is associated with pathogenesis,

and that many elements of our industrialized modern

lifestyles can trigger this unbalance.

Rebiosis explores and presents the effects of lifestyle

choices in our microbial biodiversity, beyond a

moralizing anthropocentric approach to “good and bad

bacteria” it addresses the issue of increasing dysbiosis in

two levels. First, as a form of science literacy for society,

about the ways to defend their (microbiota) health and

second as an aesthetic speculative exploration of forms

of data visualization, materialization, and experience of

the role of microorganisms and the very tangible risk of

the loss of microbiodiversity.
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Rebiosis



DYSBIOSIS AS A DEVELOPING

HEALTH ISSUE

Reduced micro-biodiversity is liked

to a great number of health issues.

Rebiosis experiments create and

teaches about the value of diverse

gut microbiota.

 

SELF-EXPERIMENTATION FOR HUMAN-NON-

HUMAN ALLIANCES

 



Animation / VR
preview for Rebiosis

Click on link | First draft without colors |

Sound will be recorded from borborygmus in

each diet 

https://youtu.be/gqnO1w8gyzg
https://youtu.be/gqnO1w8gyzg


These are some examples of the 

shapes to represent microbiodiversity

Basic shapes modeled for

Rebiosis

Rebiosis is a project in collaboration

with Diana Romero and Victor Torres.



Contact

EMAIL

maropebo@gmail.com

MOBILE

+52 5618 136694

ZOOM 

Maro Pebo


